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TriZetto®
Claim Test ProTM

Testing Claims Data Just
Got Easier

With increased focus on
administrative efficiency and
medical loss ratios (MLR), being
able to validate, test and manage
claims data can be critical to
helping ensure that your plan is
making correct and timely
payments to contracted providers.
The right testing strategy will allow you to:
• Reduce overpayments to providers

TriZetto Claim Test Pro supports
most major claims payment
systems including:
• FACETS™
• QNXT™ / QMACS®
• DIAMOND®
• MHC / PowerMHS /PowerSTEPP
• AMISYS
• MC 400 - OAO
• Metavance
• COSMOS

• Reduce administrative costs
• Reduce test cycle time
• Reduce critical defects introduced to production
Claims testing has never been so organized
There is a lot of complexity involved in managing
system upgrades, new releases, service pack
upgrades and data migrations—complexity that can
put claims payment processes at risk. The TriZetto
Claim Test Pro application enables efficient and
cost-effective claims data testing that can allow your
health plan to verify with confidence that correct
claim totals are being paid.
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Claim Test Pro is part of the Cognizant line of
TriZetto Healthcare Products—a portfolio of software
products that help healthcare organizations
enhance revenue growth, drive administrative
efficiency, improve cost and quality of care and
improve the member and patient experience.
The Claim Test Pro application improves process
efficiency by greatly reducing the manual creation
of test cases, automating the management and
reconciliation of results, tracking and documenting
test projects and cases, and electronically
converting system data to applicable testing data
sets to create a robust and appropriate testing
environment.

A comprehensive set of testing suites provides a
diverse volume of schemas for testing a multitude of
provider reimbursement scenarios. Because Claim
Test Pro automates many previously manual
processes, it can help reduce the resources needed
to manage these initiatives. As an added benefit,
management tools track and report progress.
With Claim Test Pro, you can:
• Test large volumes of claims with 100%
reconciliation
• Create ANSI-compliant 837 files
• Create user specific testing suites (scenarios)
that meet requirements
• Utilize conversion features for Members and
Providers
• Perform statistical sampling of claims for
auditing
• Modify test cases to meet necessary
requirements
• Take advantage of 800+ Test Case Templates
• Print claims data on CMS1500 and UB04 forms
for manual entry/OCR
• Automate reconciliation of expected results to
actual results
• Import and apply new fee schedules to validate
contract configuration
Higher testing productivity
Claim Test Pro takes advantage of industry
standards to increase opportunities for testing
automation by utilizing optimized test plans created
with an applied statistics-based approach. Claim Test
Pro has been shown, on average, to more than
double tester productivity both in creating test cases
and in executing test plans. Further, the application
is virtually self-documenting when it comes to
summarizing what has been tested and reconciled—
providing yet another efficiency-enhancing feature.

Achieve more than 50%
Reduction in Total Cost of Testing
Ownership, and Test Large
Volumes of Claims with High
Percentage Reconciliation
• Quickly build broad or complex testing
scenarios
• Effortlessly customize existing data to
fit testing needs
• Modify single or multiple test
scenarios to meet specific
requirements

Claim Test Pro supports most major claims
payment systems and is currently in use by 63
health plans.
Reach your objectives faster
In addition to TriZetto Claim Test Pro, we offer an
extensive line of solutions and services that
harness the power of digital to optimize your
business. Achieve new levels of performance and
efficiency with Digital Business, Digital Operations,
and Digital Systems and Technology capabilities
from Cognizant.

For more information about how the Cognizant
line of TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you
enhance revenue growth, drive administrative
efficiency and improve cost and quality of care,
call 1-800-569-1222 or visit www.cognizant.com.
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